
A multi-focal point of view:  
Integrated analyses of  

multi-omics data
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Classic model of how 
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by genotypes and 
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Is this a good model for 
phenotypic variance? 
Yes, easy to measure 
the components and fit 
models!



Great success

Catalog of GWAS findings in 
humans



Genotype-Phenotype axis

Classic model of how 
phenotypes are shaped 
by genotypes and 
environment 

Is this a good model for 
phenotypic variance? 
No, glosses over 
biological complexity, 
and provides very little 
mechanistic insight. 



Limited translational research



Understanding biological processes 
– beyond the target organism

Wagner et al. 2021



1000+ bacterial species in the human gut

100 times more microbial than human genes

Microbiomes between individuals differ by 80-90%

Environmental and host factors shape microbiome

Gut microbiome is a prime example  
to study microbial ecosystems
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The human microbiome affects our health and disease

The gut microbiome is the largest and richest microbial community of the human body
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Understand functional diversity of microbial species and strains

From microbes to ecosystems and their modulation.

The grand challenge of human microbiome research

Dissect the interactions and properties of microbial communities

Investigate the interplay of microbial communities and their environment 

Modulate microbiomes and their interactions
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Thousands of unknown species discovered

4,644 species (~80% uncultured)

~12,000 human gut metagenomic samples

Almeida et al. Nature 2019 
Almeida et al. Nature Biotech 2020

The most comprehensive catalogue of human gut 
bacteria to date

Assembly and binning

1,952 species

Merging Human Gut Collections

210,000 genomes,170 million proteins

The unified human gut genome (UHGG) catalogue



Uncultured species vs Cultured species

Genes involved in oxygen tolerance (higher sensitivity to oxygen)

Functional analysis gives us some broad clues

Why have we been missing these MAG?



What else do these (meta-)genomes contain?
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Metagenomes 
(~28,000)

Isolate genomes 
(~3,000)

Gut phage database (GPD)

Screened 45 million contigs

Quality control 

Length filtering
Neural network 

Prediction of phages

VirFinder
VirSorter

Prevalence evaluation by read mapping

Dereplication

We generated >142,000 high-quality genomes of human gut bacteriophages

VIRify

Camarillo-Guerrero et al, Cell 2021

Pipelines for identifying and taxonomically annotating phage
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Discovery of a highly prevalent phage

Top 100 viral clusters (prevalence)

 Gubaphage found at a comparable prevalence to crAssphage
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EukCC can :

(i) Accurately estimate completeness and 
contamination of Eukaryotic MAGs

(ii) detect split genomes and create 
merged MAGs (mMAG)

Only bins combine when increase in 
completeness is greater than 5 * 
contamination & increase 
completeness >10%

•

EukCC - bin merging functionality



Referene M. globosa genome vs mMAGs

• 13 mMAGs compared to the 
reference genome 

• Primary and secondary bins 
interleaved, with consistency 

• Two consistent gaps

5.4 EUKARYOT I C MAG RECOVERY AND RE F INEMENT 127

Figure 5.7: (A) Merged MAGs (mMAGs) recovered that could be as-
signed toM. globosawere aligned against a complete reference genome.
Contigs are shown and coloured by their bin (primary bin: blue, sec-
ondary bin: yellow). Each track is a single mMAG. All mMAGs cover
most of the reference except for two sections in chromosome 5, which
were not present in any mMAG. Both regions are shown in panel B
(70,000 bp to 160,000 bp) and C (750,000 bp to 900,000 bp). (B+C)
Reads from all 13metagenomeswere aligned against the reference gen-
omeMalassezia Globosa. Paired-end reads spanning more than 1 kb are
shown as links (red). Genes and ncRNAwere predicted and shown to-
gether with coverage andGC content (green). The first gap is spanned
by paired-end reads and likely an INDEL. The second gap contains
SSU and LSU ncRNA which are rarely if ever assembled in metagen-
omes.

[ 20th April 2022 at 14:21 –]

Primary bin 
Secondary bin

Unmatched 
regions



“Missing” genomic features in detail

5.4 EUKARYOT I C MAG RECOVERY AND RE F INEMENT 127

Figure 5.7: (A) Merged MAGs (mMAGs) recovered that could be as-
signed toM. globosawere aligned against a complete reference genome.
Contigs are shown and coloured by their bin (primary bin: blue, sec-
ondary bin: yellow). Each track is a single mMAG. All mMAGs cover
most of the reference except for two sections in chromosome 5, which
were not present in any mMAG. Both regions are shown in panel B
(70,000 bp to 160,000 bp) and C (750,000 bp to 900,000 bp). (B+C)
Reads from all 13metagenomeswere aligned against the reference gen-
omeMalassezia Globosa. Paired-end reads spanning more than 1 kb are
shown as links (red). Genes and ncRNAwere predicted and shown to-
gether with coverage andGC content (green). The first gap is spanned
by paired-end reads and likely an INDEL. The second gap contains
SSU and LSU ncRNA which are rarely if ever assembled in metagen-
omes.

[ 20th April 2022 at 14:21 –]
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Kashaf et al, Nature 
Micro, 
2022 

Integrating cultivation 
and metagenomics 
for a multi-kingdom 
view of skin 
microbiome diversity 
and functions. 

Novel Malassezia species on the skin
Excellent environment for comparing MAGs to references



Understanding biological processes 
– hologenomic framework

Nyholm et al 2020



“Central dogma” of genotype-
phenotype association



“Central dogma” of genotype-
phenotype association

Awany et al. 2019



Classical association studies
● How to find genotypes that change phenotypes? 

− Most successful are association studies 
− Correlation between genotypes and phenotype



Closer look at association studies

Find the variants that 
have segregate with 
the phenotype 

- Case control 
(disease) status 
- Anthropometric 
traits – height, weight 
etc.

Book: Genetic Diversity and Disease 
Susceptibility 



Shortcomings of  
association studies

● Mostly correlation based 
− 1-on-1 analysis – GWAS, eQTL, MWAS, MGWAS ...  
− No mechanistic models 
− “Correlation is not causation”



Getting to causal pathways
● Collect intermediate  

biological data

Jakubosky et al 2010 Brandes et al. 2020



The multi-omics scheme

Still missing one whole 
aspect of an organism’s 
biology 

The microbiome!

Ebrahim et al. 2016



Genomes are foundational for understanding multi-‘omics

Lanthionine-containing 
peptide SapB, 
precursor RamS

Lanthionine 
synthetase C-like 
protein

Ser/Thr Kinase ABC transporter

Genome

Metatranscriptomics

Metabolomics

Metaproteomics



Challenges of mutliomics datasets

Each database assigns their own 
accession


Different data types often submitted by 
different centres


MGnify generates additional data types 
and derived data


Not all datatypes have an archive, so 
BioStudies is a catch all


The key is a registration of a BioSample 
identifier


 



Eukaryotes contribute a significant functional repertoire

5.4 EUKARYOT I C MAG RECOVERY AND RE F INEMENT 131

Figure 5.9: KEGG Modules Gained when including eukaryotic MAGs
in KEGG prediction. Using our MAG catalogue the community com-
position of all samples was determined using sourmash coverage of at
least 25%. Subsequently KEGG modules and CAZYs were predicted
in each metagenome. (A) Biomes have different compositions of eu-
karyotes that can be found. In virtually all samples of human skin
and lichen at least one fungus from this catalogue was identified. In
the aquatic biome algae are found in more samples than fungi. (B)
The fraction of novel metabolic modules found upon analysis of euka-
ryotes in addition to prokaryotes per sample shows that especially for
the human skin, the ocean and most engineered samples between 10
and 50% novel functions can be identified. Lichen communities are
small and due to low coverage in some samples only a single fungus
was detected, leading to an overestimate of novelty in this analysis. (C)
Metabolic modules (KEGGs and CAZy) shown in rows split by func-
tions unique to prokaryotes, eukaryotes or found in both. In agreement
with (B)most functions are either provided by the prokaryotic fraction
or found in both. Notable additions to the metabolic potential can be
seen in the aquatic, engineered, human gut and human skin biome for
Glyocyl Transferases (GT).

[ 20th April 2022 at 14:21 –]



• 50% of all sequences lack any functional annotation

• Expanding protein annotations with latest ML tools
• ProtENN - Google AI
• AlphaFold2 - DeepMind

• Prokaryotic and Eukaryotic MAGs are a treasure trove of new functional 
information, e.g. biosynthetic gene clusters, KEGG modules and carbohydrate 
utilisation

• With these genomes, metabolic models becomes possible

• How human microbiomes interact with the host requires cultivation of many 
more microbes to allow in vitro and in vivo studies

32

Future challenges

Table showing the structural alignment between the domains and crystal structure of 
protocadherin gamma (4zpq_C) or protocadherin alpha(4zpm_A)





Figure 2: Protein structure of domain 1 showing the ribbon diagram that has two different beta 
sheets (A, B,C) and (D,E,F) as reported in cadherin domains (Morishita and Yagi, 2007). 


The structural superposition and pymol visualisation show that all the domains from our protein of 
interest has cadherin-like domain but they do not align very well with the target structure. In order 
to investigate if the protein sequence has any repeats or conserved regions as seen in cadherin 
domains, we performed a search against various databases using SMART (Simple Modular 
Architecture Research Tool). The tool did not identify any cadherin domains in our protein of 
interest in comparison to the sequence for 4zpm_A and 4zpq_C where it identified the cadherin 
domains with significant E-values. Phmmer searches performed at a threshold of 0.001 E-values 
show that the protein is found in genus Alistipes, which are relatively new genus of gut bacteria in 
the Bacteroidetes phylum.


MGYP000123853396 is one of the 18 proteins found on the contig ERZ1669332.174-NODE-174-
length-19557-cov-8.802738 from assembly ERZ1669332 and two proteins are switched on in this 
contig. MGYP000123853396 is the first protein in the string of proteins and the other one is the 
8th protein. SQL query against the protein db reported that this protein has been reported in other 

Domains Target Total atoms aligned Atoms aligned 
within threshold

RMSD

Whole structure 4zpm_A 1110 1026 9.622

Domain 1 4zpq_C 324 295 3.122

Domain 2 4zpm_A 496 430 9.72

Domain 3 4zpm_A 467 462 4.73

Domain 1 Domain 2 498 386 8.42

Domain 3 Domain 2 523 512 14.4

Domain 1  Domain 3 833 756 5.278

New approaches will start unravelling the 
“unknowns”
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The hologenomics scheme



Why use multi-omics?
● Integrate information on biological pathways 

− Mechanistic information embedded in multi-omics 
measurement 

− Ability to model causal pathways



Challenges of multi-omics
● Curse of dimensionality 

− Millions of genomic variants 
− 1000s of gene expression and metabolites 
− 100s-100,000s of microbial genes 



Matrix factorization

Reduce a matrix of samples and 
features (any measurements) to 
two components 
- one corresponding to samples 
- one corresponding to features 

Can represent correlation in 
sample space and feature space 

Courtesy: compgenomr.github.io



Matrix factorization

How to extend it to  
multi-omics? 

- just append the  
features to each other  

- A large matrix representing  
features 

- Not a very good way to 
combine information across  
different -omics methods Courtesy: compgenomr.github.io



Multi-omics factor analysis (MOFA)

One of the many ways to use 
matrix factorization (also called 
latent variable analysis) to model 
multi-omics data 

- Each feature gets its own 
reduced feature factor matrix 
- Sample matrix is shared across 
all features 
- Allows for variance 
decomposition on different factors 
- Imputation for missing values

https://biofam.github.io/MOFA2/



Multi-omics factor analysis (MOFA)



What about time series?
● Until now, all we have talked about is single time 

measurements 
● How can we use this framework for time-series 

data?



MEFISTO (time-series MOFA)

Full data 
- the left column should is basically what we worked 
with in MOFA.

https://biofam.github.io/MOFA2/



MEFISTO (time-series MOFA)

The variation is broken down into 4 pieces.  
- time variation across all -omics and groups. 
- time variation in groups 
- variation not dependent on time but only groups 
- noise 
Each of the first 3 are modelled using latent factors

https://biofam.github.io/MOFA2/



MEFISTO (time-series MOFA)

Full workflow
https://biofam.github.io/MOFA2/



A world of integration methods

Cantini et al. 2021



Where do we go from here?
● Multi-omics methods  

− Beyond pairwise association 
Factor analysis, networks – MOFA, iCluster ... 

− Add temporal and spatial information 
Extended latent factors – MEFISTO ... 

− Incorporate a priori information 
Biological knowledge graphs, interactome graphs





Thank you!


